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Abstract
Conventiona1 叫仕的 onic B-mode images qua1itatively describe tissue structure日， but th叮 叮e unsuitab1e for
quantitative ana1yses of scatterer properties. Recent studies have developed an ultrasonic parametric imaging technique
based on the Nakagami statistica1 di日的bution ， and its ability to quanti身 scatterer concentrations has been confirmed.
The aim of the present study was to further exp1 0re the performances of the Nakagami image under conditions of
different signa1-to-noise ratio 日 (SNRs). Experiments on a tissue-mimicking phantom were carried out. The results show
that 也e nOl日 e effect degraded the performance ofthe Nakagami image in tissue characterization. When the signa1 SNR
decre的 ed by 8 曲 ， the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of the Nakagami image for the hyperechoic region decreased by
27% , and that of the hypoechoic one decreased by 80%. These results indicate 也at the Nakagami image behaves well
in identi身 ing regions with high 日ca仕erer concentrations but does not perform well when both the scatterer
concen仕ation and SNR are 10w
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1. Introduction
U1仕的 ound
imaging exhibits a promising spatia1
reso1ution and many advantages over other medica1 imaging
modalit旭日， both of which are reasons why it 日 frequently
utilized in clinica1 diagnoses. The graysca1es of the B-mode
image 訂e determined according to the s甘ength日 of the echoe 日，
which are related to changes in acoustic impedance in tissues
However, because 也e brightness of a B-mode image is
influen臼 d by various parameter日， including the pu1se
transmi位mg ener釘， system gain , dynamic range , and image
processing , such images provide a primari1y qua1itative
description ofthe anatomy, which makes it difficult to quantify
the tissue properties [1-4]
To simultaneous1y sati 日 fy the requirements of both
monitoring and characterizing tissues , u1仕asound parame甘lC
images are typically used to comp1ement the B-mode image for
the goa1 of tissue characterization. A representative examp1e of
the ultrasound statistica1 par祖neter image may refer to the
recently deve10ped Nakagami image based on the parameter

associated with the Nakagami dis甘ibution [5 ,6]. Simu1ation
and in ν itro experiments used to confirm 也e feasibility of the
Nakagami parameter map in visualizing 也e properties of the
sca仕erers . Results showed that the Nakagami image i日 usefu1
to detect the 10ca1 arrangements and concentrations of
scatterers in a scattering medium. However, a previous 日tudy
showed that 也e waveform 日 of the 叫甘asonic backscattered
envelope varied with the decrease of signa1-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of backscattered signa1s. Thi 日 1eads to variations in the
backscattering statistics and associated errors for 也c
subsequent estimation of the Nakagami parameter which
reduces the accuracy and sensitivity of the Nakagami
parameter in detecting 也e variation of scattererωncen甘atíon
[7]. This imp1ies that the performance of the Nakagami image
would be affected by noi日 e effect. The present study exp10red
也e performance of the Nakagami image to characterize
scatterer structures under conditions of different SNRs
2. Background

2.1 Nakagami distribution
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The Nakagami model has been app1ied to 也e statistica1
ana1ysis of ul仕的 onic backscattered signa1s [8-11]. The
Nakagami di 日甘ibution is a genera1 mode1 used to describe all
也e scattering conditions encountered in medica1 u1trasound ,
including pre-Ray1eigh, Ray1eigh , and post-Ray1eigh

